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by Wil P.F. Fagel 

1 • INTRODUCTION 

At the Institute for Phonetic Sciences of the University of 

Amsterdam rather extensive research bas been done on the 

judgment criteria for the pronunciation of Dutch (Blom & Koop

mans-van Beinum, 1973; Blom & Van Herpt, 1976). This has led 

to a follow-up investigation to construct and validate a stan

dardized procedure for rating the quality of voice and pronun

ciation and, eventually, to determine the relation of the ob

tained judgment criteria with physical (phonetic) parameters 

measured in samples of speech: 

For this investigation a host of literature was collected 

referring to speech ratings. To determine the relation of each 

reported study to our, so-called, ONU investigation, we propose 

a classification scheme for these studies, which we outline 

below. 

2. SPEECH RATING STUDIES 

Generally speaking, all those experiments whose 'input' con

sists of the presentation of speech and whose 'output' is com

posed of listeners' ratings provoked by these speech samples, 

can be interesting for the investigation of judgments on the 

voice and pronunciation of the speaker. We refer to experiments 

*This research is supported by the Netherlands Organization for 
the Advancement of Pure Research (ZWO), project nr. 17-21-13. 
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satisfying these general conditions as SPRAT (speech rating) 

experiments. 

Studies not demanding a certain aspect of speech itself to be 

rated, are explicitly included here, since judgments of the 

speaker's personality or of the speech situation, for example, 

are still based on speech samples. Such studies can help us to 

find relevant sociolinguistic and paralinguistic scales, when 

needed. 

3. THE INPUT 

3.1. Grossly, the input of SPRAT experiments can be rated 

differentiy due to at least five discernible causes (effects 

of interaction here are left out of consideration): 

!) intra-individual or within speaker (WS) differences. 

2) inter-individual or between speaker (BS) differences. 

3) manipulation of the speech signal or channel (CH) differences. 

4) intra-individual or within listeuer (WL) differences. 

5) inter-individual or between listener (BL) differences. 

Each of these types of dif f erences can occur on a phonetic 

(PHON), syntactic (SYN) or semantic (SEM) level. However, on 

the SYN and SEM levels it is more adequate to speak of 'message' 

instead of 'channel' differences. 

3.2. The ONU investigation is aimed specifically at the varia

bility in judgments c.<tused by differences among speakers on 

the phonetic level (ÉS/PHON variability). In assessing this 

variability, the variation caused by the other input variables 

is only disturbing and must be considered 'error variation'. 

Notice that here we use the word 'variation' and not the more 

technical 'variance'; this was done intentionally, because 

the latter term usually presupposes the total output variation 

to be additively composed of those 1variations' which are 

caused by the different input variables per se; ether rules 
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of combination are possible however. To put it more simply: 

variance is typically additive, and that is open to question 

regarding the variarice we might encounter. 

3.3. It might be worth-while also to consider those SPR.i\.T 

studies concerning the var:i.ability at the phonetic level of 

which the object is not primarily the BS/PHON variation. 

Except their possible methodological relevance they might 

hand us interesting ideas about dimensions used for rating 

voice and, consequently, yield useful scale terms. 

Besides, those studies might contain clues how to contro1 

the -for ONU disturbing- sources of variation. 

3.4. Of course this last remark is also valid for SPRAT studies 

on the SYN and SEM levels, but the disturbing variation at 

these levels can -assuming it to be significant- be controlled 

easily by letting all speakers read out the same text (we then 

might get involved with variation between speakers concerning 

ability to read aloud, but that is another question). 

Consequently, syntactic and semantic SPRAT studies hardîy 

seem more relevant for ONU than perception studies in general 

are, that is to say, purely methodological. 

3.5. Limiting ourselves to SPRAT studies on the phonetic level, 

we can classify these studies as WS/PHON, BS/PHON, CH/PHON, 

WL/PHON and BL/PHON, according to the character of the indepen

dent variables involved. 

3.6. In WS/PHON experiments the variability in the judg~ents 

of the speech of a single individual has its origins in the 

speaker himself (ideally). He (or she) can utter a sentence, 

for example, in different ways according to rules which either 

form relatively well-integrated parts of the language system 

(stress, intonation, rhythm), or can be considered paralinguistic 

rules (breaking voice, for instance); such variations give 
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evidence of the speaker's emotions and intentions at different 

moments. 

One single speaker can also act as if various voice and pronun

ciation characteristics are stable, such as hoarseness, a high

pitched voice or different accents and dialects. 

Investigators of the perception of accent and dialect usually 

try to eliminate the effects of the more idiosyncratic speech 

characteristics like speech rate, loudness, tinbre and pitch. 

This is often achieved by the so-called matched-guise tech

nique (Giles & Bourhis, 1976): different accents, dialects 

or even languages are produced by one single speaker, hut 

presented to the listeners as belonging to different persons. 

So the WS effect here is looked at as a BS effect, in which va-

riation the individual voice characteristics are neutralized. 

Henceforth we will treat such simulation experiments as 

BS/PHON experiments. 

Should the WS/PHON variation be considered error variation, 

then i t can be controlled :'by the choice of speech materials 

used, by instruction~ to the speaker, and, more generally, 

by the circu,'ilstances of the recording situation. H (Voiers, 

1976, p.4). 

3.7. In CH/PHON experiments the speech signal is distorted, 

for instance by chopping off certain frequencies or by channel

inherent noise. These experiments are typically con.ducted in 

testing the usefulness of various systems of communication. 

Sometimes the speech signal is manipulated by varying system

atically its rate, mean fundamental frequency or variance of 

fundamental frequency, but also by interchanging certain voice 

parameters (hybrid voices; cf. Matsumoto et al.~ 1973) or by 

replacing parts of the natural speech by synthesized speech 

(certain vowels, for example). It is characteristic for these 

studies that ratings are done on "intellegibili ty11
, tîaccepta-
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bility", "degraàationn or some other term referring to "com

munication quality" (Voiers, 1976) and that it is not so much 

the speech but rather the channel being rated, like in telephone 

research and in research of hearing aids (cf. Witter & Gold

stein, 1971). Strictly speaking, ratings of esophageal and 

artificial larynx speech (cf. Bennet & Weinberg, 1973) must 

be reckoned to the BS studies, however 'deformed' this speech 

might sound: there is no question of an actual distortion, 

though there is of a deviant mode of speech production. 

In some experiments systematically deformed speech is presen

ted -to the listeners as coming from different speakers (cf. 

Brown et al., 1974). We can treat such experiments as 

special cases of BS/PHON research for the same reason as 

pertained to the matched-guise experiments (see § 3.6). 

Again, other CH/PHON experiments can be considered 1 disguised 1 

WS/PHON studies. Uldall (1960), for instance, synthetically 

imposed differing intonation contours on the sa.i.île sentence, 

spoken by one speaker. Her subjects rated each sentence-plus

intonation as to whether it conveyed the impression that the 

speaker was bored or interested, rude or polite, agreeable or 

disagreeable, and so on. 

In case the CH/PHON effect only amounts to disturbing variation, 

it~ - ~curence should be prevented as much as possible by only 

using speech recordings of equivalent sound quality, which 

for all raters should be played back with the same equipment 

in optimally equal acoustic rooms. With present-day's tech

nology these requirements should hardly offer us any serious 

problems. 

3.8. In WL/PHON experiments the same speech sample can be 

judged differently by one listener at various moments, not 

only on account of a 'norm effect 1
, caused by the usual fluc

tuations in the rating process (discriminal dispersions), 

but also dependent on such factors as fatigue, health and 
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effects of learning (adaptation). 

WS/PRON experiments can be the topic, for example, of psycho

acoustic studies on discrimination learning and usually bear 

on very small pieces of the speech signal (so-called phonemes). 

The norm effects, if disturbing, should be controlled by a 

statistically warranted replication. Effects like that of 

learning can be partly eliminated by first offering the sub-

j ects some trial stimuli to get adapted and by a balanced 

presentation of the stimuli with regard to their sequence 

and number. 

Voiers (1976) larded his experimental stimuli with two fixed 

reference stimuli (one obviously scoring low, the other high 

on acceptability) to measure the adaptation effect in accep

tability ratings of system processed speech and to adjust 

the responses of his subjects accordingly. Each stimulus 

was offered several times, in all possible contexts. This 

implied that every experimental stimulus was once preceded 

and once followed by every r eference stimulus. Voiers noticed) 

hm.;ever, tha t in the long run ra ters seemed to recognizè the 

anchors and consequently rated them very consistently; in

dependent of the other acceptability ratings. 

3.9. In BL/PHON experiments the way listeners differ in 

their speech rating is exami.ned and to which degree they do 

so. The influence of BL differences particularly is involved 

when the judgments are, partly at least, a matter of personal 

taste or preference. It should be kept in mind, however, that 

the same differences pertaining to one li.stener at various 

moments can also appear within different speakers siroul

taneously. 

Some listener qualities influencing speech perception are: 

hearing condition, previous training in listening, language 

background, set, and motivation. Because of selection and 

long-term effects of learning, audiologists, for instance, 
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will probably rate speech differently from 'naive' listeners. 

If BL/PHON effects are considered undesirable, then the most 

direct method to suppress this 'error' is to extend the number 

of listeners. Voiers (1976) however, points out another pos

sibility: individual differences in response tendency can be 

rated independently to supply a statistical basis for the 

adjustment of data obtained from 'deviant' judges. 

Listener ratings of a set of standard conditions, for example, 

can be used to determine the extent to which a listener shows 

a tendency to judge more mildly or more severely than the 

typical or normative listener. His or her responses on the 

experimental conditions can then be adjusted accordingly. 

Voiers applied to this method as a consequence of the fact 

that he wished to develop a standardized test to exa~ine the 

quality of diverse systems of coromunication with only a few 

raters (which is faster and cheaper). 

It is very well possible, for that matter, t hat one group of 

raters attends to quite different aspects of speech (judges 

along different dimensions) then ano ther group, either because 

one group perceives speech in a very specific and pronounced 

way (usually due to profession; speech therapists vs. naive 

listP~ers*, for example), or because the roembers of one group 

share more general (social, regional) features which might 

influence their speech ratings, cf. Giles (1971), who found 

a tendency towards "accent loyalty" (judges perceived voices 

representative of their own speech connnunity in particular 

respects more favourably than the other regional accent presen

ted). Unless one is only interested in the rating behaviour 

of the examined ; · ~up, these BL group differences should be 

thoroughly reckoned with. 

3.10. We now have arrived at the BS/PHON experiments to which 

ONU belongs. With these studies it is attempted to examine 

*Bock et. al. (1977) call this phenomenon 
"fallacy of expert opinion". 
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speech rating differences (on the phonetic level) purely as a 

function of speaker differences. These differences arise from 

diverse aspects of the soundmaking process -like articulation 

and phonation- and can be described as differences in voice, 

pronunciation, aceent, dialect and the like. 

Before we continue to distinguish between different BSiPHON 

experiments, we will have a short look at the possible ways 

of rating. 

4. THE OUTPUT 

The output of SPRAT experiments consists of all possible 

ratings elicited by speech samples presented to the listener. 

These judgments may bear direc~ly on speech on the phonetic 

(voice/pronunciation), syntactic (structure) or semantic . -
(content) level. But also; by way of the perception and 

evaluation of speech (based on one of the 3 levels, or more 

globally), ratings may be done of: 

- either the relative stable and lasting features of the 

speaker, such as personality characteristics, attitudes, 

social status and regio~ of origin; summarizing we call 

these judgments: ratings of the person. 

- or the more temporal and transient features of the context 

in which the speech signal is being produced; hereby we 

imply judgments about the speaking situation, the emotions 

and intentions of the speaker etc., summarized tmder the 

heading: ratings of the situation. 

For ONU the most interesting studies in literature are those, 

which supply judgments based on phonetic features. Now we can 

distinguish between such judgments those that are directly (D), 
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those concerning thè pet~ (P), and those concerning the 

situation (S). Grossly; ::e can state that P-ratings bear on 

BS differen.ces, and S-rating;; on WS-differences. P-ratings and 

S-ratings can -as mentioned before- be interesting with regard 

to the supply of sociolinguistic and paralinguistic scales. 

D-ratings can bear on BS differences as well as on WS diff er-

ences; the same rating terms can be used here as for the ether 

ratings (P & S), if only the listeners are explic:i.tly instruc

ted to rate the speech itself. Indeed, from this it becomes 

clear that the above distinction between different types of 

rating is rather arbitrary; however, this distinction and 

that between the different types of input variations serves 

to classify SPRAT experiments in literature more quickly, by 

which means their relevance f or ONU can alsc be assesseà more 

efficiently. 

D-ratings can vary from perceptual similarity ratings of 

separate speech sounds regard.ing some specif ied feature up to 

global evaluative judgments of lengthy speech fragments. 

5. ONU AND THE BS/PHON EXPERIMENTS 

ONU belongs to the BSiPHON studies using global D-ratin.gs. 

Looking for other BS/PHON experiments in literature, we of ten 

find them to be difficult to compare with the ONU investi

gation, because either loose sounds (sustained or not, some

times even sung) are presented instead of a spoken text, or 

small ('gated 1
) pieces of the speech signal. Also, these 

experiments often contain presentations of pathological 

speech, or strongly deviating speech (judgments on articu

latory proficiency in second language learning, for instance). 

Finally, the speech signal sometimes has been presented in 

combination with other clues (by use of videotape, for exam-
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ple). This fact prohibits us to look upon the experiment as 

a pure SPRAT study. 

At the input side we can now fo1"1ll.ula.te the following restric

tive conditions which should be met by any SPRAT experiment 

to be sufficiently com.parable with ONU. 

The presented speech should be: 

a) a spoken text ·and no sustained sounds nor sung texts; 

b) not·'gated',i.e. no small pieces, but langer fragments 

of speech; 

c) purely auditory, i.e. independent of other, for instance 

visual, clues and of previous knowledge with regard to 

features of the speaker or the speaking situation; 

d) not pathological (no cleft-palate speech, no pathological 

hoarseness etc.) and not strongly deviating (for example, 

speech produced by someone whose mother rongue obviousiy 

is not the present language). 

On the other hand, just like BS/PHON experiments with P-ratings 

and S-ratings, studies that violate one or more of the above 

restrictions can still be worth looking at with regard to the 

supply of (suggestions for) rating terms. In most cases, how

ever, it turns out that very experiment-specific rating scales 

have been used, which hardly have any relevance for mm. 

6. CONCLUDING REYiARKS 

As stated before, the distinctions made between different 

methods of speech presentation, along with the various pur

poses these might serve, and between the different judgments 
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that can be given consequently, offer us a frame to classify 

the host of reports on speech rating experiments. This con

siderably facilitated our search for literature relevant to 

the ONU investigation (an account of the actual survey of 

this literature will be given else:where) and we hope other 

researchers in the speech rating area can also profit by 

the proposed classification scheme outlined above. 
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